
Pink Soapstone Soft Stone Small
Garuda Idol 4 inch
Read More
SKU: 01373
Price: ₹5,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garuda Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Car Dashboard Accessories, Car Dashboard Idols
, Car Dashboard Statues, car decor, Garuda Stone
Moorti, Garuda Stone Murti, Pathar Ki Murti, soapstone
garuda statue, Soft Stone Garuda Statue

Product Description

The smooth finish, humble design, and luxury touch by supporting a convenient shelf décor "
the small Garuda " idol is a fresh take on the classic concept of the artwork. Material:
Pinkstone / Pink Soapstone Dimension(HWL): 4 x 2.5 x 2 inch Position: Kneeling Details
about the  stone sculptures; A hybrid between man and eagle

The statuette is seen kneeling with the right leg bent and the left one stretch behind on a
two-layer lotus pedestal.
Chiseled with human limbs,  an eagle-like nose, hands are seen folded in Namaste posture,
with wings slightly open like it's ready to fly.
The beautiful statuette is built by the skilled artificer of Odisha, where stone carving is
famous worldwide for its intricate carving.

Garuda:  Lord of the sky

Garuda is the vehicle mount of God Vishnu.
Known as the king of birds and the enemy of all Nagas.
He can transform himself into any form and can enter anywhere.
Mostly found in Hindu temples of Lord Vishnu.
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He is widely admired for his service, concern, and speed, and strength in many
mythological stories.
Garuda also has mentioned in the Buddhist text,  in the name of "Garula" birds with golden
wings.

Direction and suggestion of placement: 

The saintly idol should be set in the southwest zone and face the northeast.
The idol can be used in the temple of your home or office.
You can place it in the cupboard, cabin, and showcase of your living room and office.
The dashboard of your car and reception desk will also prove to be a favorable place to set
the idol.
Gift your dear one with the tiny-winy sculpts on their special occasion.

Few advantages of keeping the stone sculptures:

It helps you to outshine in your respective area of work, by increasing self-confidence and
courage.
Prevent from the evil eye and negative energy from your home and business life.
He provides name, fame, and wealth to his devotee in all walks of life.
Fulfills the life with joyous and happiness of his idolater.

Guidance  for cleaning and dusting:

The sculpt is built from durable stone-like Soapstone.
Soapstone materials are weather-proof and non-porous.
You can make use of a soft cloth to wipe the surface of the stone sculptures.
Dust it time to time, to keep the glaze of the statue.
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Buddha Statue in Pink Soap
Stone for Home 4 inch
Read More
SKU: 01367
Price: ₹4,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Sitting Buddha Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Buddha Statue in Pink Soap Stone for Home 4 inch. A wide-reaching elegant effect wherever
you want to place it. The artful rich stone finish makes it worth decor.
Material: Soapstone/ Pinkstone Dimension(HWL): 4 x 4 x 1.5 inch Position:
SittingSiddhartha Gautama was born into a royal family, son of king Shudhodana of the Kashya
tribe. living in all luxury and lush, away from the real suffering of the outside world until the age
of 29, he married and had a child. one day he went outside on the way he saw an old person, a
sick and dead man carrying to cremation ground for the first time he encountered the harsh
reality of human life. This experience disturb him the most, he realized that no one could have
avoided these definite traits of life. On the same day, he saw a monk who was walking very
peacefully on the road, so this made him search for a solution for the inevitable suffering of life.
Buddha left home and for 6 years he met many ascetics, follow much self-denial, discipline but
was unable to find the answer either. And finally one day he set beneath a Bodhi tree and with
deep meditation and concentration he achieved enlightenment. The statue is known as the
Bhumisparsa pose or the earth witness pose. During his meditation, a demon named Mara tried
to prevent Lord Buddha from achieving his goal, as a result, Buddha touch the earth to witness
his enlightenment. The earth goddess appeared and swept away Mara with flood and bore the
witness of his enlightenment. In the Bhumisparasa pose, Buddha is seen sitting in Vajrasana
pose in a lotus. Right-hand flat on the right knee fingertips pointing towards the ground palm
upward, the left hand resting on the lap, palm up. Closed eye in deep meditation. The
Bhumisparsa statue is useful to transform aggression into wisdom, helps to reduce stress and
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anxiety, and spread soothing energy into the home/office. It is a beautiful spiritual gift that can
opt to give tour loved ones. Placement: This mudra is always favorable where every place you
want to statue it. The study, library, office desk, drawing room, shelf, only make sure to face
him east while placing. As it represents the earth element it can be placed at the center also.
Care: Soapstone is a nonporous material so the cleaning also is very easy. You need a broom or
cloth only to dust the statue whenever required.

Black Muguni Stone Dancing
Vastu Ganesha Murti 2.5 ft
Read More
SKU: 01349
Price: ₹125,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: Ganesh Murti. Ganesha Sculpture, Ganesh
Statue, ganesha idol, Hindu God Statue, outdoor statue
, Outdoor Stone Staue, Statue for Hotels, stone idols

Product Description

Black Muguni Stone Dancing Vastu Ganesha Murti 2.5 ft, the lovable deity always
amuses with his unique postures. It is the happy posture of God. Relaxed and
enjoyable form. An eye-catching sculpture from the artisans of Odisha.
Material: Granite/Blackstone Dimension(HWL): 30 x 18 x 8 inch
Height: 2.5 ft
Position: Dancing
Lord Ganesha is not only the epitome of wisdom and knowledge he is also a patron of fine arts.
He dances to the combination of Tandava and Lasya inherited both from his father Lord Shiva
and mother  Goddess Parvati. with one foot on the ground and another is slightly bent towards
the knee. With his four arms, he is holding different objects. In the lower left hand, he is holding
an axe, to cut down all the hardship and trouble of his devotee, in the lower right hand, he is
holding a paasa, a symbol of capturing all the obstacles from the path of his devotee. The
sweetmeats holding in his left upper arm signifies the reward of the wise man moving on the
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right path and holding a broken tusk in the upper right arm illustrates his sacrifice for others.
His physical feature has different attributes. His big belly contains the whole universe, which he
tied up with a serpent the kundalini. His large head represents wisdom and knowledge, his large
ears a wise person listens to everything. The trunk above his small mouth depicts work more
and talk less. The two tusks are called Medha(intellect) and Shradha(faith). The broken tusk is
called the Medha and the complete one is called the Shradha, which signifies noteworthy focus
towards the ultimate goal. A mouse beneath his feet with folded hands looking at his master
with a humble eye define the desire and ego has to be under control, otherwise, it will distract
and destroy the inner goodness. Devotees admire this form of Ganesha to achieve proficiency
in dance. Widely worshiped by artists and dancers. His dancing idol helps to solve the financial
problem and free you from debt-related issues. The idol wards off from evil eye and negative
energies. It can be a beautiful decor for the garden, with the rare black finishing color. Placing:
Consider west, north and northeast are the best directions to place the stone sculptures. The
Ganesha statue should always face north direction. You can also place him in the entrance door,
facing inside. Care: You can wipe the idol with a wet cloth or dry one. The stone can stand in
any weather.

Navagraha Black Granite Stone
Statues Set 10 inch
Read More
SKU: 01347
Price: ₹70,000.00 Original price was: ₹70,000.00.₹
55,000.00Current price is: ₹55,000.00. inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Other God/Godess Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: Nabagraha Idols, Nabagraha Moorti, Nabagraha
Murti, Navagrah Idols, Navagrah Murti, Navagrah
Sculpture, Navagraha Murti, Navagraha Shanti Puja,
Navagraha Statues for Temple

Product Description
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Black Granite Stone Garuda
Murti Idol For Temple 16 in
Read More
SKU: 01348
Price: ₹40,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garuda Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Black Stone Garuda Idol, Garuda Moorti, Garuda
murti, garuda statue, Garuda Stone Murti, Garur murti,
Granite Garuda Statue

Product Description

Black spells luxury, pick up some pieces of Garuda Murti Idol from CRAFTS ODISHA. A hand-
made texture carved by the artisans could easily grace your interior theme. Material:
Blackstone Dimension(HWL): 16 x 12 x 6.5 inch Position: Sitting statue Stone sculptures
of the divine entity :

The above sculpt is of Garuda, a Hindu mythological bird is seen kneeling with the left leg
bent and the right one stretch behind on a  lotus carved pedestal.
With an eagle-like nose, a crown on his head, hands are seen folded in adoration, and
partially opened pinion.
The beautiful figurine is made by the artisans of Odisha, where stone engraving is famous
globally for its intricate design.

The divine bird; Garuda

Garuda is the divine bird who serves as the vehicle of Lord Vishnu.
Known as the king of birds and foe of all snakes.
He can transform himself into any form and can enter anywhere.
Mostly found in Hindu temples of Lord Vishnu.
Garuda is also included in the Buddhist text,  in the name of "Garula" birds with golden
wings.
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He separately worshipped along with the Nagas, on the day of Garuda Panchami or Naga
Chaturthi.

 Direction and suggestions to place the stone sculptures :

The divine statue should be placed always in the southwest zone while facing the
northeast of your home and office.
The idol can also be used in the temple of your home or office.
It can be allocated at the entrance of the Vishnu temple or your home.
The garden, park, or your front yard also be some recommended place to set the statue.

 Helpfulness of keeping Garuda statue:

Keeping the sacred statue helps to help out to transcend in your respective area of work,
by increasing self-confidence and courage.
Ward off from evil eye, black magic, and negative energy from your life.
He bestows name, fame, and wealth to his worshiper in all walks of life.
Fulfills righteous wishes and free from one from all worries.

How to take care of the stone sculptures:

As the structure is made from durable material like granite, it does not require much
attention for cleaning.
Granite stones are strong shatter-resistant and weather-proof.
For cleaning of the statue, use of a soft cloth to wipe the surface.
Dust it every alternate day, to keep the dust away from the statue.
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White Marble Dust ISKON Puri
Jagannath Idols With Lions 5
inch
Read More
SKU: 01344
Price: ₹750.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hindu Statues, Jagannath Idol

Product Description

White Marble Dust Puri
Jagannath Idols in a Shankh 5.5
inch
Read More
SKU: 01343
Price: ₹900.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hindu Statues, Jagannath Idol

Product Description
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White Marble Dust ISKON Style
Jagannath Idols on Mandap 5 in
Read More
SKU: 01342
Price: ₹750.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hindu Statues, Jagannath Idol

Product Description

Marble Dust Kalsi Kalash Puri
Jagannath Statue 6 inch
Read More
SKU: 01340
Price: ₹1,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hindu Statues, Jagannath Idol

Product Description
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Right Trunk Sitting Granite
Stone Ganesha Statue 25 inch
Read More
SKU: 01298
Price: ₹55,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: Black Stone Ganesh Idol, Granite Ganapati
Statue, Granite stone Ganesha Statue, Interior
Designing Statue, outdoor statue, Right Trunk Ganesh
Idol, Siddhi Ganesh, Siddhi Ganesha Statue, Temple
Statue

Product Description

Chaturbhuja Vastu Ganesh Ji
Blessing Statue 2 ft
Read More
SKU: 01297
Price: ₹55,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: Black Stone Ganesh Idol, Granite Ganapati
Statue, Granite stone Ganesha Statue, Interior
Designing Statue, Left Trunk Ganesh Idol, outdoor
statue, Temple Statue, Vastu Ganesh, Vastu Ganesha
Statue

Product Description
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The majestic idol of Lord Ganesha sitting on a lotus. The divine deity is crafted with
perfection from a single stone of granite.  This form of his posture is known as
SANKATAHARA GANPATI (dispeller of sorrow). Has four arms that hold his usual
attributes, a bowl of sweets, a goad,  a noose, and a traditional pose of blessing.
Material: Granite stone/ Blackstone Dimension (HWL): 24 x 15 x 8 inch
Height: 2 ft Positiong:  SittingThe birth of Lord Ganesha unfolded when goddess Parvati
taking a bath and prohibit to keep anyone from disturbing her, she made a child out of the dirt
from her body and gave it to life, and ask the boy to be a guard while she bathes, meanwhile
Lord Shiva arrived and wanted to barge at goddess Parvati, the child Ganesha barred him from
that which makes Lord Shiva so angry and he cuts off the child’s head. Later with the request of
goddess Parvati, Lord Shiva restored the life by placing an elephant calf on the boy's body and
thus Lord Ganesha was created.  He is holding an axe in his upper right arm which represents
the demolition of desire, a noose (pasha) in the upper left to capture hurdles, the hand full of
sweets is a reward of spiritual life and finally blessing his fellows from all sorrows and
obstacles.  The rat resembles the desires of our life to be restrained. This idol carries an
important message about how we need to live our lives and does not fall into the trap of
unintelligence and obstacles. Black Ganesha idols reflect ability, divinity, and perfection.
Admiring him all hardship of our life will disappear and Ganesha will show you the righteous
way of pursuing your life. Ganesha awakens our minds with intelligence and helps us find peace
and wisdom worshipping him protected us from evil sources, and was beneficial for health and
happiness, and overcome misfortune. The idol can be used as a spiritual gift, wedding gift,
birthday gift, Diwali gift, etc. Placing: Ganesha Idol should be placed in the east or the west
directions of the house. The northeast corner of the house or office is the best location to set up
the Ganesha idol. Care: Wet or dry cloth can be used to wipe out the dirt. Make your home or
office more charming with Ganesha God Statue made from black stone and spread positivity all
around it.
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Siddhi Vinayak Puja Ganesh
Statue in Granite Stone 15 in
Read More
SKU: 01296
Price: ₹17,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: Black Stone Ganesh Idol, crafts odisha, CRAFTS
ODISHA HUB, Granite Ganapati Statue, Granite stone
Ganesha Statue, Interior Designing Statue, outdoor
statue, Right Trunk Ganesh Idol, Siddhi Ganesh, Siddhi
Ganesha Statue, Temple Statue

Product Description

Granite Blackstone Sitting
Siddhi Ganesh Statue 13 inch
Read More
SKU: 01293
Price: ₹10,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: Black Stone Ganesh Idol, Granite Ganapati
Statue, Granite stone Ganesha Statue, Interior
Designing Statue, outdoor statue, Right Trunk Ganesh
Idol, Siddhi Ganesh, Siddhi Ganesha Statue, Temple
Statue

Product Description
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Right Trunk Sitting Granite
Siddhi Ganesha for Puja 12 inch
Read More
SKU: 01292
Price: ₹10,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: Black Stone Ganesh Idol, Granite Ganapati
Statue, Granite stone Ganesha Statue, Interior
Designing Statue, outdoor statue, Right Trunk Ganesh
Idol, Siddhi Ganesh, Siddhi Ganesha Statue, Temple
Statue

Product Description

Right Trunk Temple Ganesha
Idol in Granite Stone 12 inch
Read More
SKU: 01291
Price: ₹10,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: Black Stone Ganesh Idol, Granite Ganapati
Statue, Granite stone Ganesha Statue, Interior
Designing Statue, outdoor statue, Right Trunk Ganesh
Idol, Siddhi Ganesh, Siddhi Ganesha Statue, Temple
Statue

Product Description
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Chaturbhuja Vastu Ganesha
Statue in Granite Stone 12 inch
Read More
SKU: 01290
Price: ₹11,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: Black Stone Ganesh Idol, Granite Ganapati
Statue, Granite stone Ganesha Statue, Interior
Designing Statue, Left Trunk Ganesh Idol, outdoor
statue, Temple Statue, Vastu Ganesh, Vastu Ganesha
Statue

Product Description

Black Granite Stone 10.5 in
Vastu Left Trunk Genesha Idol
Read More
SKU: 01287
Price: ₹8,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: Bhubaneswar, Black Stone Ganesh Idol, Granite
Ganapati Statue, Granite stone Ganesha Statue,
Interior Designing Statue, Left Trunk Ganesh Idol,
odisha, outdoor statue, Temple Statue, Vastu Ganesh,
Vastu Ganesha Statue

Product Description
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Sandstone Apsara Feeding Bird
Statue 31 inch
Read More
SKU: 01262
Price: ₹32,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Hindu Statues
Tags: garden statue, statue for home decor, stone
apsara statue, stone lady statue, village lady statue

Product Description

An enchanting sculpture that is all about joyous and beauty. The Apsara feeding bird (2.5 ft) is
one of the world's most famous art crafts from the popular state Odisha. The sleek and
sophisticated piece adds character to every décor. Material: Sandstone / brown stone
Dimension: Height: 31 inch, Width: 14 inch, Length: 7 inch Position: Standing A striking
sculpture of the seductive angel:  

The statue above of apsara is standing on a beautifully carved lotus plinth feeding bird.
Her jewelry and cloth are chiseled on the statue, which enhances the womanly perfection
in depth.
It's an incredible work of art from the brilliant craftsman of Odisha, Which is famous for its
intricate stone carvings globally.

Apsara: The celestial dancer and singer:

Apsaras are semi-divine beings, also have many roles in Hindu mythology and scriptures,
like Rambha, Menaka, Urvashi, etc.
They are said to be rise when the ocean of milk was churned.
Gandharvas are usually their consorts, living in the palace of Lord Indra.
Apsaras are extremely good at the art of dancing and singing. They are the dancing girls in
the court of Lord Indra.
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Outdoor stone statue placement suggestion:

Use it in your interior design of hotel, restaurant, palace.
Placing it at each side of the entrance of your home, restaurant, marriage hall, the hotel
will be so enchanting.
Install it in your garden, park, and landscaping is proved to be the best location to décor
the alluring sculpt.
Place the outdoor stone statue beside the artificial water body, fountain, and swimming
pool will be so eye-catching.

Advantages of placing the magnificent outdoor stone statue of Apsara:

Considering Vaastu, the east and Northeast zone symbolize the zone of happiness and
refreshment, so keeping a  joyous statue of Apsara in the specified will enhance the
happiness and joy in your life.
Performers associated with singing and dancing are advised to keep the statue in the west
and Southwest zone.
Placing a statue facing outward at the entrance of your home welcomes positive energy
inside your home.
It has so much relaxing and positive energy to calm your soul and mind with a single
glance at it.

Guidance while cleaning the outdoor stone statue:

The appealing statue is made out of Sandstone, it's the most durable material.
The main advantage of Sandstone is that it is weather resistant.
For cleaning the statue, you can make use of a broom or a piece of cloth.
The dusting should be done every alternate day to get rid of dust over the surface.
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Sandstone Apsara Standing
Statue Holding Matka 30 in
Read More
SKU: 01261
Price: ₹32,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Hindu Statues
Tags: garden statue, statue for home decor, stone
apsara statue, stone lady statue, village lady statue

Product Description

If your garden needs a bit of traditional flair, then this is the statue for you "the sandstone
Apsara standing statue holding matka (2.5 ft)". It highlights the beauty and simplicity of
intriguing artifacts specially stored for you by CRAFTS ODISHA. Material: Sandstone / Brown
stone Height: 2.5 ft (approx.) Dimension(HWL): 30 x 14 x 7 inch Position: Standing The
captivating statue of  the Apsara:

The above tempting statue of apsara is standing on a lotus pedestal holding a matka, a
deer behind, wearing a gorgeous smile and humbly stance, engraved delicately on the
sculpture.
She has adorned precious jewelry chiseled on her body intensifying the charm with all the
feminine perfection.
The statue is an exceptional creation of the talented craftsman of Odisha, Which is
internationally famous for its stone carving.

Apsara: The charming  and sensational celestial beings:

Apsaras have many roles in Hindu mythology and scriptures, Rambha, Menaka, Urvashi are
a few examples you must have heard of.
They are said to emerge during the churning of the ocean of milk.
They are lovers and consort of Gandharvas, together they live in the palace of Lord Indra.
Apsaras are immensely masters in dancing and singing skill.
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Few suggestions to place the celestial eyeful outdoor stone statue:

You can use it in your interior design of hotel, restaurant, palace.
Placing it at the entrance of the home, restaurant, marriage hall, the hotel will also be
aww-inspiring.
The greenish lush space of your garden, park, landscaping is proved to be the best location
to décor the magnificent sculpture.
Keeping the outdoor stone statue beside the artificial water body, fountain, and swimming
pool also be eye-catching.

Some perks one will get by placing the alluring outdoor stone statue of Apsara:

According to  Vaastu, the east and Northeast zone typify the zone of happiness and
refreshment, so keeping an Asara in that corner will add your life with elements of
happiness and joy.
Persons associated with singing and dancing are recommended to keep the statue in the
west and Southwest zone.
Keeping the statue facing outward at the entrance of your home will attract positive
energy inside your home.
Also helpful to calm your mind and soul.

Cleaning  instruction for the outdoor stone statue:

The enchanting statue is made of Sandstone, considered to be the durable material for
exterior decoration.
The main advantage of Sandstone is that is shatterproof and weather resistant.
Dusting can be done by using a piece of cloth or broom.
Cleaning should be done every other day so that dirt will not make compile over the
surface of the outdoor stone statue.
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Sandstone Lady Statue holding
Matka and Son 31 in
Read More
SKU: 01260
Price: ₹30,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Hindu Statues
Tags: statue for home decor, stone apsara statue,
stone lady statue, village lady statue

Product Description

Looks expensive but not so expensive, the Lady Holding Matka outdoor stone statue (2.5 ft) can
spin your world to a retro era. Bring it to your space and make it difficult for your guest to
ignore. Material: Odisha Sandstone Position: Standing Dimension: Height: 31 inch (2.5 ft)   
Width: 14 inch   Length: 7 inch The captivating statue of the Apsara:

The above captivating statue of the lady is standing on a flowery pedestal holding a Matka,
a peacock behind.
Wearing a lovely smile with a humble stance is delicately carved on the sculpture.
The sculpture is adorned with cloth and precious ornaments carved on her body which
intensifies the charm with all the feminine perfection.
A world without women is not possible, and the statue above is adorned with all the
feminine perfection.
The statue is a fanciable creation of the skillful craftsman of CRAFTS ODISHA, Which is
globally famous for its stone carving.

Placement ideas of the outdoor stone statue:

You can use it in your interior design of hotel, restaurant, palace.
Placing it on each side of the entrance of your home, restaurant, marriage hall, the hotel
will be aww-inspiring.
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The lush green space of your garden, park, landscaping is proved to be the best location to
décor the magnificent sculpture.
You can place the outdoor stone statue beside the artificial water body, fountain, and
swimming pool is also a feast to the eye.

Cleaning  instruction for the outdoor stone statue:

The delightful statue is made of Soapstone, the most durable material for exterior
decoration.
The chief advantage of Soapstone is that it is non-porous and weather resistant.
Clean it with water or you can also dust it by using a piece of cloth and a broom.
Cleaning should be done every alternate day, so that, dirt will not accumulate over the
surface of the outdoor stone statue.

Granite Stone Siddhi Ganesha
Statue 20 inch
Read More
SKU: 01250
Price: ₹45,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues

Product Description

Give your outdoor a majestic charm with an excellent range of stone statues from
CRAFTS ODISHA. The 20 inch granite Siddhi Ganesha brings a distinct look to the
whole place. Material: Blackstone / Granite Stone Dimension(HWL): 20 x 13 x 6 inch
Height: 20 inch Position: SittingIllustration of the Ganesha God Murti:
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The above statue described here is about the elephant-headed right trunk god the "Siddhi
Ganesha".
Displayed as sitting over a lotus bottom, holding a noose, a goad, and a sweet ball while
motioning to Abhay Mudra with his four hands.
 Stone Carving is a truly genuine art form that dates back thousands of years. A long-
lasting and low-maintenance decoration item handcrafted from Odisha.
Always have high-in-demand items both in local as well as global markets due to the
sophistication it provides to the space it is used for.

Essential of the Siddhi Ganesha statue:

The right trunk of Ganesha is named Siddhi Ganesha, Siddhi, who sits on his right,
represents higher spiritual potencies as well as intelligence.
It is the completed form of Lord Ganesha, where He is in a casual form as he masters
intellect.
Lord Ganesha is said to be the Lord of knowledge and wisdom.
He is the elephant-headed Hindu god of starts, traditionally revered before any auspicious
starts, and the patron of intellectuals, elephant-headed Hindu god beginnings, traditionally
worshipped before any major enterprise.
Ganesh Chaturthi is a festival that marks the birthday of Lord Ganesha, celebrated in the
Hindu calendar month of Bhadrapada, starting on the Shukla Chaturthi (fourth day of the
waxing moon).

Make your home luxury with the  Dakshina Varti Ganesha statue:

Take advantage of your herbage of porch and balcony to place the consecrated idol.
 Feel more peaceful, jovial, and interconnected by exhibiting the Ganesha god statue in
your living room where you spend your highest time with family and friends.
Use these on the front verandah or terrace to decorate this sculpture to transform your
outdoor space into an aesthetic one.
 A simple method to obtain some elevated-quality decors is by displaying them on a
console in the entranceway or foyer.
quintessential for the fountain, garden, balcony, or poolside decor.
Place him at the entrance of any restaurant, resort, or hotel porch for a more elegant
approaching look.

Blessings of Siddhi Ganesha statue:

Ganesha God bless his worshipper with complete peace and absolute happiness.
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Strengthening the planet Mercury on your birth chart gives good results.
Worshipping Ganesha removes obstructions in education.

Cleaning granite statue at home:

 To start cleaning always moisten the statue well with water,  removed gently the dust and
debris with a microfiber cloth.
Always start with the softest brush possible, essential to use plenty of clean water, and to
keep the brush and stone wet at all times.
 Wipe the marble surface down with this sudsy cloth and follow instantly with a rinse and a
dry.

Granite Sitting Ganesha Right
Trunk Stone Idol 15 in
Read More
SKU: 01249
Price: ₹16,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Looking for a way to spruce up your decor theme, CRAFTS ODISHA has everything
you need to make your home heaven, like the above statue of Granite sitting Ganesh
right trunk stone idol. Material: Blackstone / Granite Stone Dimension(HWL): 15 x 9 x 5  
inch Height: 15 inch Position: SittingIllustration of the Ganesha God Murti:

The above statue represents the elephant-headed god Lord Ganesha(right trunk).
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Shown as sitting over a lotus base, holding a noose, a goad, and a sweet ball while
gesturing to Abhay Mudra with his four hands.
 With the rich tradition of stone carving, artisans have been carried forward through
generations to the present day. These artisans create works of splendor, which have few
parallels anywhere in the world.

The right trunk Ganesha idol; essential

The right trunk of Ganesha is called Siddhi Ganesha, Siddhi, who sits on his right,
represents higher spiritual powers as well as intellect.
It is the completed form of Lord Ganesha, where He is in a relaxed form as he masters
intelligence.
Lord Ganesha is said to be the Lord of wisdom.
He is the elephant-headed Hindu god of beginnings, who is traditionally worshipped before
any auspicious beginnings and the patron of scholars, elephant-headed Hindu god
beginnings, who is traditionally worshipped before any major enterprise, and the patron of
wisdom.
Ganesh Chaturthi is a festival that celebrates the birthday of Lord Ganesha, celebrated in
the Hindu calendar month of Bhadrapada, starting on the Shukla Chaturthi (fourth day of
the waxing moon).

Where and how to incorporate the Dakshina Varti Ganesha:

Take advantage of your greenery of porch and balcony to incorporate the sacred idol.
 Feel more relaxed, friendlier, and more connected by displaying the Ganesha god statue
in your living room where you spend your maximum time with family and friends.
Use these on the front porch or patio to decorate this sculpture to transform your outdoor
space into an aesthetic one.
A simple method to acquire some high-quality decors is by exhibiting them on a console in
the entranceway or foyer.
Ideal for the fountain, garden, balcony, or poolside.
Place him at the entrance of any restaurant, resort, or hotel porch to add functional
elegance.

Benefits of the right trunk Ganesha:

Ganesha God provides us with complete peace and absolute happiness.
Strengthening the planet Mercury and giving good results.
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Worshipping Ganesha removes obstacles in education. At the same time, diseases are
cured, problems related to wealth are removed and happiness and prosperity are achieved
in life.

Cleaning of granite surfaces:

 To start cleaning always moisten the statue well with water,  removed gently the dust and
debris with a microfiber cloth.
 Always consider the gentlest method possible to clean a stone. A soft natural bristle brush
and toothbrush for smaller areas are acceptable to use. ( Do not use wire brushes, steel
wool, or abrasive sponges).

Granite Vastu Ganesha Sitting
Stone Statue 15 in
Read More
SKU: 01248
Price: ₹16,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues

Product Description

Soften outdoor areas and add bursts of patterns, these durable Ganesha statues will
showcase your style for years to come. Choose your desired area where you want to
incorporate the Granite Vaastu Ganesha sitting statue. Material:  Blackstone / Granite
stone Dimension(HWL): 15 x 10 x 5 inch Height: 15 inch Position: Sitting Significance of
the left trunk Ganpati:

The left side trunk is associated with ida Nadi and is considered the coolest form of deity.
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It is also related to the moon. It is a more feminine cooling, nourishing, and calm form of
the Deity.
This position brings tranquility and peace and positivity.
Murti with a trunk abutting ladoo symbolizes that Ganapati is having his favorite edibles
and will also share them with his disciples. Ladoo depicts worldly means and actions.

Decorative option for the Ganesha statue:

It is easy to install a pergola that provides both shade and style.
Incorporating it in the living room beside the couch with an end table is more inviting.
Create a stylish decor theme by displaying it among the potted plants on the balcony.
You can ornament the statue with a bed of flowers in your outdoor garden, or yard.
Proudly embellishes the entrance of home, office, or hotel.
Make it stand over a pedestal in the foyer, corridor or hallway, lobby, etc.

Prerequisites for keeping the Vaastu Ganesha stone statue:

Brings happiness, peace, and prosperity to devotees' life.
Encourages a peaceful and calm environment at home.
Strengthen the weak mercury of your birth chart.

Tips for Cleaning Granite stone statue:

A sculpture adds a whimsical and elegant touch to any outdoor & indoor decor.
There comes a time when statues need to be cleaned and taken care of. Regular cleaning
and maintenance of your statue can help it to last longer and maintain its appearance.
Mix a little bit of dish soap into water. Use a soft cloth or sponge to wipe the dirt and grime
off the statue. Rinse again.
Use a soft cloth to dry the statue. Clean it more often.
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Granite Stone Vastu Ganesha
Idol 18 in
Read More
SKU: 01243
Price: ₹25,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

An art piece can transform a decor into a whole ambiance, the skillfully crafted
Granite stone Vaastu Ganesha is sure to provide prosperity and peace to your home.
Shop from the extraordinary range of decor only from CRAFTS ODISHA. Material: Blackstone /
Granite stone  Dimension(HWL): 18 x 12 x 6 inch Position: Sitting Height: 1.5 ft Intendant
of the Vaastu Ganesha idol:

The statue here is of the ego-bound Jiva "Lord Ganesha".
Always depicted with a cute little chubby boy-like body with an elephant head and four
hands along with his Vahana mouse.
Here he is seen sitting on Lalitasana on a lotus plinth while holding a noose, a goad, his
broken tusk, and the sweet ball.
The stone carving of Odisha is a beautiful art form. The uniqueness of ‘Stone Carving’ is
that the progeny of the artisans who built the magnificent sculpture make him globally
popular.

Nitty-Gritty of the Vaastu Ganesha idol: 

This idampuri Ganesha represents a state of calm and peace.
Ganesha is the God of prosperity, good luck, and success.
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Ganesha idol facing towards left is known as Vastu Ganesha which solves most of our
Vastu related problems.
He looks lovely with an elephant head! He is the ruler and remover of obstacles. So, before
we start any new work or any venture, people pray him for his blessings.
If the trunk is towards his left side accessing a laddu(sweet ball) indicates all material
comforts. Since he enjoys the sweet, he will surely bestow them to you too.
Lord Ganesha with left-sided trunk provides us material enjoyment.
Vinayaka Chaturthi or Ganesh Chaturthi is observed in the Hindu calendar month of
Bhaadrapada, starting on the shukla chaturthi (fourth day of the waxing moon).

Brighten things up in your decor with the Ganesha god statue: 

Add some bright flowers for a pop of color, or even add small potted plants with the statue
in your patio or balcony garden.
Try creating a whole new focal point by displaying it on a custom pedestal in your living
room.
 It can throw a stunning look in your home entrance or foyer.
Jazz up the nooks and corners with attractive art pieces.
Create both functional and stylish by incorporating the Ganesha god in the outdoor garden
or yard.
You can create more light and the illusion of space by adding light to dazzle the sculpture
after sunset.
Add some little greenery to brighten up the outdoor with hedges and bushes around the
statue.
Try to mix and match different flowers and plants with the statue in a flower bed.
It can be proved to be a graceful gift that people Will Appreciate.

Benefits of worshipping Ganesha God:

Lord Ganesha provides courage to face obstacles and overcome them.
The worship of the Lord can increase the effect of Mercury, which can be beneficial for
their careers.
 Bring you good fortune, removing any ill effects of the planet Saturn. It will also remove
any problems from your career and financial life.

How to properly maintain your granite statue:

They provide great visuals and are a wonderful element to consider for your space.
To get the most out of this stunning home decor element, you do need to provide regular
maintenance.
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 Not only does maintaining statues help you to keep them looking fresh and new for any
guests, but it will also increase the life of your statues.
In a bucket add a small amount of dishwashing detergent to the water. Use a cloth or
sponge and carefully wash your statue.
Scrub any built-up areas with a brush. Then your statue with a microfiber cloth or tea
towel.
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